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WHAT  ARE  THE  DEVELOPMENT
IMPACTS  OF  REMITTANCES?

It is usually considered that

remittances sent to Cubans from

abroad are sustenance for the regime ,

but they are indeed also a sustenance

for relatives who , in current

circumstances of shortages and

deprivations of all kinds , alleviate

their particular situation .

Between June 25 and July 19 of this

year , the Cuban Observatory for
Human Rights carried out a new

research on the state of social rights

in Cuba (the fourth of its kind , near to

be published*). More than a thousand

Cubans were consulted on the island

on different issues that affect their

quality of life , such as household

income , access to medicine and food ,

the conditions of their homes , the

main social problems , the

government 's management of issues

such as the pandemic , among others .

One of the questions we asked in the

interviews was precisely about

remittances . The study found that
36.9% of households received some
type of remittance in recent
months .

It should be clarified that when

collecting data , the OCDH did not

express or define what should be

considered as a remittance . This is a

matter to take into account since the

tendency is to consider as part of the

remittances not just the money

transferred but the purchase of

products (from both national or

international markets) to be

delivered , as well as the well-known

telephone recharges (which , by the

way , have opened a new space of 

Principios

economic exchange , not only through

the sale of minutes , but through the

sale of the telephone balance). That

is , in practice , for a Cuban , a

"remittance" is any type of aid

received from abroad , commonly from

a relative and usually on a regular

basis .

We asked Cubans about which sectors

of the population they consider are

having the worst time in the current

context ; and the most general opinion

was that the most affected are the

elderly people , followed by those who

do not receive remittances , and ,

thirdly , the unemployed .

When analyzing the relationship

between the existence of family

remittances and the economic

situation of the household , the

positive association between them is

very clear : remittances facilitate

families the acquisition of essential

products .

Taking these into account , as well as

the impoverished situation in which

the Cuban population lives due to the

socio-economic unviability of the

regime , is that we consider

remittances a humanitarian issue .

*The other published reports can be seen at

https://derechossocialescuba.com

https://derechossocialescuba.com/


WHAT  IS  THE  CURRENT  PROBLEM
WITH  REMITTANCES?

Currently , Cubans abroad face serious

challenges in getting economic aid to

relatives on the island who are

suffering the worst economic crisis in

recent decades , marked by the

complex situation to obtain basic

foodstuffs and goods .

The main difficulties are :

- The difficulties related to the
shipping method and the 
 increasing costs. 
An important part of family

remittances from the United States

were channeled through Western

Union , a company with international

recognition and scope . However , the

position assumed by the Cuban

government by not excluding

FINCIMEX , an entity sanctioned by the

U .S . government , from the family

remittance business and not

negotiating an operational alternative

with the parties , contributed to the

departure of Western Union (WU)

from the Cuban remittance market .

The Cuban government did not seek

an operational and legally viable

alternative to maintain the flow of

remittances given the WU departure .

The fall of this known route left the

Cuban families in the need to seek for

other ways , especially the “informal”

ones , also affected by the health ,

flight and mobility limitations

imposed by the Cuban government

within the framework of the

pandemic , a matter that in addition

to the strong shortage of dollars

which provoked on the island ,

increased the shipping costs and

prices , reaching up to 40% of the

transaction amount .

Even in the case of Europe , although

some interbank channels are

maintained with Cuba in reasonable

terms and prices , the delivery of the

currency of origin is conditional on

the availability of cash on the

receiving Cuban bank .

- The difficulties of the money
exchange.
Another of the accumulated problems

of remittances is the exchange rate

from the dollar and the euro to the

Cuban peso applied in the state

system , which is scandalously

different from the value of the dollar

in the informal market . While the

dollar exchange rate in the state

system is 1 dollar for 24 Cuban pesos ,

on the black market in recent months

it reached up to 70 pesos .

- The suspension of the dollar.
Since June 21 , 2021 , the Cuban

government applied the temporary

suspension of bank deposits of dollars

in cash , affecting accounts associated

with debit cards in freely convertible

currency used to buy in the best-

stocked establishments , belonging to

GAESA . This measure has led to

higher shipping and currency

conversion costs for the family

member abroad .



WHAT  ARE  SOME  INNOVATIVE
POLICY  OPTIONS  THE  BIDEN
ADMINISTRATION  SHOULD
CONSIDER?

We consider that the issue of

remittances and shipments to Cuba is

fundamentally humanitarian and

political , at least in the current

circumstances .

 

We anticipate that it is very difficult

for it to be solved if there is no

conversation between the parties

involved in the entire process :

governments , operators , and exiled

Cubans , and thus the result must

imply some gain to each one .

 

The laziness from the pragmatic point

of view with which the Cuban

government dealt with the matter as

a result of the announcement of

sanctions by the Trump

administration , perhaps it was a

foresight error believing that the

matter would flow better with the

new administration . In addition to the

need for liquidity , it seems that the

suspension of the dollar in June has

more to do with presenting itself with

an extreme position on an issue that

will surely have to be negotiated . In

other words , the Cuban government

wants to come to the negotiating

table with a position of strength , even

if it implies affecting its own

population .

 

Cuba Humanista considers that

restoring the normal flow of family

remittances to the island requires the

political will of the Cuban

government , in order to seek solutions

taking into account the regulatory

framework of the embargo and the

business model of the sending

Unify efforts to restore as soon as

possible the operations of Western

Union in Cuba , or to introduce

other international family

remittances '  operator interested in

establishing in the Cuban national

territory .

Family remittances must be

delivered to their beneficiaries

preferably in United States Dollars

(USD), or any other freely

convertible currency , or even in

National Currency (CUP) if it is the

recipient client 's decision , and , in

this case , with an exchange rate in

accordance to the real value of the

currency in the Cuban market . In

an economy like the Cuban , having

dollars in hand is essential . 

agencies . America 's leadership is the

key . In political terms , we cannot

ignore that in the current context an

important part of the Cuban exiles

would not understand any

negotiation that was carried out in

secret or did not mitigate the degree

of influence or control on the

remittances process by the Cuban

government , even when there is

awareness that it is a humanitarian

issue . 

It is evident that the limitation of this

influence in a real or symbolic way

would happen through the exit of

FINCIMEX from any remittance

business scheme and it also seems

that it would happen through

ensuring that the remittance is

delivered in hard currency .

Some proposals to consider :

 



In order to guarantee access to the

Cuban family to the family

remittances sent , in an agile , safe

and lower cost way , the Cuban

entities could be constituted as

counterparts and correspondents

of international operators . As for

instance the Banco Popular de 

An alternative , or even concurrent

way to the return of the

international operators , could be

that the operation is carried out by

means of debit cards rechargeable

from abroad . This solution has the

limitations that non-state

providers of goods and services do

not have the technical and

perhaps economic capacity to

accept this form of payment at the

moment . It also presents the

problem of how to obtain the

dollar in cash , an issue that could

only be solved with the

involvement of the Cuban national

banking system .

Another way , although difficult for

the Cuban government to accept ,

would be to authorize foreign

capital companies -prior due

diligence- to function as delivery

agents on the island .

 

Ahorro or the BancoMetropolitano ,

since they have theinfrastructure

required to provide the service

nationwide . It is important that

any agreement with these Cuban

banks foresees the immediate

suspension of the same when

there are indications of a financial

"corralito” ("freezing of financial

assets"), as well as the payment of

a reasonable interest to the

remittances '  recipient in case said

institutions delay the delivery of

the amount sent .
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Comprehensive review of rates ,
commissions and operating costs
that allow a decrease in financial
charges for family remittances ,
thus expanding the purchasing
power of the Cuban family .

https://cubahumanista.com/
https://observacuba.org/

